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Community Forum & Opinions
Letters
Continued from Page 10
60 percent of the voters
delivered to you. We need
leadership in this city and
you are unable to deliver it.
Jim Wagner
Park Paciifca

Seeking
transparency
Editor:
Transparency is an overused word. We primarily
use it for lack thereof in
the messages we get from
various government bodies. However because of
the failure of the Fire Suppression Tax I believe both
sides should be clear and
transparent.
We were sent flyers
to our homes which supported the tax. In the flyers
it stated that if the tax did
not pass, the response time
for an emergency would be
increased to some areas. In
my research for this letter
was told this is not true.
Who would employ scare
tactics when trying to get
home owners to voluntarily
tax themselves? Transparency dictates we are told
the truth and not more lies.
In the flyer we were also
told the tax money would
be used only for the Fire
Department. This is transparently true. However we
were not told that since
we would not have to take
money from the General
Fund to pay for the Fire
Department we would use
that money for all other
City needs. Maybe we could
find another company with
no funds, like the Biodiesel
Factory we were going to

build in the Waste Water
Treatment area, and lose
another $200,000 when
they go bankrupt.
In the transparent aftermath of not supporting the
Fire Suppression Tax we
are told that we will fire one
Battalion Chief and that the
remaining two Pacifica Fire
Battalion Chiefs will be
stationed in Daly City at a
desk 40 hours a week. Yet
they will be on emergency
call for 24 hours; 7 days
a week. This is transparently ludicrous and whoever came up with this folly
should resign or be fired.
This is poor management
and it is meant as a punishment to Pacifica.
We all read that a Pacifica Battalion Chief made
$250,000 because of overtime. What we were not
told from any Pacifica City
official was that another
Battalion Chief was on disability and it is a rule by the
Fire Chief of the Daly City
Fire Department that only a
Battalion Chief can replace
another one and that this
accounted for the overtime.
For transparent reasons
this should have been explained for the reputation
of the Pacifica Fire Department.
It is clear that the Joint
Powers Agreement with
the Daly City Fire Department is not working and
we should bring the Pacifica Fire Department back
home to Pacifica. It just
makes logical sense to me
that in reality Daly City
cares more about themselves than Pacifica so let’s
part friends.
We are in the process
of looking for a new Pacifica Chief of Police due to
the retirement of Police
Chief Saunders. Why not

hire a Chief that could be
in charge of both police
and fire. A Chief in today’s
world is mainly an administrative job and with this
position covered and with
the expertise we have in
both our Police Captains
and Fire Battalion Chiefs
we could run very proficient and less costly departments. We could save overtime by replacing disabled
officers with the next lower
rank. If we had to pay overtime it would be at a lower
level. This would also help
increase experience and
proficiencies within the departments. There are additional savings to be had in
going back to a Pacifica Department and all solutions
should be explored.
In these difficult economic times it is everyone’s
responsibility to be transparent and to help get this
City back on track. We do
not need to lose any more
police or fire personnel and
we need City Council to do
their job.
Bill Moore
Park Pacifica

County
election
Editor:
If you haven’t sent in your
ballot for county supervisor, I would appreciate your
endorsement for Michael
Stogner, known for his advocacy for justice, a watch
dog for you and I.
I met Michael at a county
supervisors meeting. We
were both on the same wavelength regarding how our
county operates. One was
that there was no ordinance
in place regarding disciplinary action toward elected
officials and county employees. That’s how Govt. Code

Wandering &
Wondering
John Maybury
LUCKY TOWN
Few if any towns of Pacifica’s
size have the great good fortune
to read not only a community newspaper but also three
websites where citizens can go
online to find local content and
post their own comments. As
the longtime Pacifica Tribune
columnist in this space (12 years
and counting), I took the plunge
five years ago and started
Pacifica Riptide (pacificariptide
.com), mainly as an environmental site to celebrate the
victory of the open-space forces
(No on L) over Peebles Park,
my pet name for developer Don
Peebles’ housing “proposal”
for Rockaway Quarry. Over
time, Riptide has evolved into
a broader domain, covering
everything from politics and
government to music, food, and
sports. We even have cute critter photos, book reviews, and
endless arguments over every
issue in town. One outgrowth of
those arguments was a friendly
disagreement, which ended in
my challenging Steve Sinai to a
blog duel. I basically suggested
that he ought to have his own
blog. Steve, being up to the
task, and with help from Kathy

Meeh and others, started Fix
Pacifica (fixpacifica.blogspot
.com). Steve and Kathy have
had their own problems controlling the trolls and herding
the wild cats on their site, but
now they have established a
more-or-less smooth-running
operation. Finally, just this
past year, along came AOL
(now Huffington Post) with
its Pacifica Patch (patch.com),
run by young recruit Camden
Swita from Seattle. Camden has
quickly sussed out the local political scene and is ambitiously
expanding Patch’s coverage of
education and other coastside
beats. Meanwhile, I continue to
work closely with my friends
here at the Tribune (Elaine
Larsen, Jane Northrop, Victoria
Monroe and Jean Bartlett). We
have a non-compete agreement
of sorts. The Tribune (also online and on Facebook) publishes
this weekly column of mine to
keep my print readers informed
of the news and noise from the
blogosphere. But I urge you
faithful Tribune readers to keep
buying and subscribing to this
hometown newspaper, because
in our ruthless economy, the
rule is harsh: Use it or lose it.

the abundant weeds growing in and around Vallemar’s “grove.” Because of
your efforts, the neighborhood kids enjoyed their
Easter egg hunt with great
ease. On behalf of the approximate 30 families who
participated, thank you so
much, guys! You made our
day super special. Thank
you.
Tiffany Woods
Vallemar

Gas line
safety

Editor:
Residents of Oddstad
Blvd. should by now have
received a letter from
PG&E advising them of
being within 2000 feet of
a natural gas transmission line.
According to
www.pge.com/pipelinelocations, this gas line runs
right down the middle of
Oddstad Blvd. , so in most
cases, it is within 50 feet
of our residences.
According to the website map keys, this line is
not designated as a “highconsequence” area, and it
is unclear if this line has
ever been tested.
We have contacted Assemblyman Jerry Hill and
Congresswoman
Jackie
Speier requesting their assistance in getting PG&E
to advise us on the status
of this line, as it affects
the entire Park Pacifica
We are
neighborhood.
in a “high-consequence”
area based on the population density in Park Pacifica.
We are asking all Pacificans, those in Park PaciEditor,
fica and especially those
A big thanks to Ron Fas- on Oddstad Blvd. to concenda and the Public Works tact the city of Pacifica ,
crew who kindly mowed Assemblyman Jerry Hill,

Thanks to
public works

Congresswoman
Jackie
Speier, and PG&E on the
safety of this line.
Jim and Nancy Connors
Oddstad Blvd

Fire targeted
for cuts?
Editor:
In last weeks Tribune
(4/20) I was surprised
to read Councilmember
Pete DeJarnatt’s comments concerning budget
cuts in the aftermath of
the failure of the Fire Assessment. He was quoted
as saying that the public
wants cuts, “especially to
I
the fire department.”
find it amazing that he
would think that the voter’s definitive rejection of
the assessment constitutes
a mandate to single out
the fire department for the
deepest cuts. Jim Wagner and Mark Stechbart
aptly pointed out in their
article last week (What’s
really going on with the
Fire Department?) the fire
assessment was a second
attempt to basically pass a
general tax camouflaged
as a fire department tax.
The voters were fooled the
first time but not the second.
If Councilmember
DeJarnatt and the other
members of the Council
decide to target the fire
department for cuts (i.e.
laying off line personnel),
the justification cannot be
that they are merely following the wishes of the
voters. Rather, I feel that
they should be prepared
to personally accept responsibility for reducing
an essential service in the
community.
Cedric Collett
Vallemar/Retired
Pacifica Firefighter

COMMUTER TAX BREAK
BOOK OF THE WEEK
Employees also do not pay
Employees and employers can federal income or payroll taxes
California Rocks: A Guide to the
take advantage of tax savings on commuter transit benefits,
Geologic Sites of California, by
available through a federal
except on the amount, if any, in Katherine J. Baylor
pretax commuter benefits
excess of $230 per month. For
program. Federal legislation
SWAMI SEZ
information, call 650-588-8170
signed by President Obama
“I would like to paint the way a
or e-mail alliance@commute.
in 2009, and extended until
bird sings.” (Claude Monet)
org or visit commute.org.
the end of this calendar year,
Alliance staff also will provide
nearly doubled the allowfree consultation to companies
MAYBURRITOVILLE
able pretax commuter benefit considering starting a program.
Columnist: Pacifica Tribune,
amount from $120 to $230 per
Loma Prietan (Sierra Club)
month. Up to $230 is allowed
SITESEER
Blogger: PacificaRiptide.com
for parking expenses, as well. •Vintage car photos:
Copyeditor: goofbuster.com
The hitch is that employamericantorque.com
Teacher: Inner Editor class
ers must participate. What’s
•Protect your identity and
Email Address:
more, The Peninsula Traffic
credit: myidscore.com
mayburrito@goofbuster.com
Congestion Relief Alliance is
offering financial and other
aid to San Mateo County employers interested in setting
up a commuter benefits program through its Commuter
Benefit Employer Incentive Program. This program
provides assistance and cash
awards from $75 to $1,000 to
defray some of the initial employer program startup costs.
The amount of the cash award
depends on the size of the
company and the level of transit or vanpool participation
in pretax commuter benefit
programs. The benefit to pay
for transit passes works one
of three ways so that employers have more flexibility:
(1) Employers give their workers up to $230 for transit as a
tax-free benefit. (2) Employers
give employees the option to
use payroll deductions to avoid
paying taxes on up to $230 a
month in commuting costs.
(3) Employers and employees
Paul Donahue photographed this whimbrel on a Pacifica beach.
share the costs of the benefits.
Whimbrels are one of Pacifica’s many shorebirds.

My Turn
Chamber of Commerce on Sharp Park
The March 26, 2011, an informed perspective toletter to the Pacifica City ward the future of Pacifica.
The claim that the golf
Council from the Chamber
of Commerce makes several course is the “southern anweak claims in support of chor of Palmetto” is fantasy.
the Sharp Park Golf Course. If one follows Palmetto to
It claims Sharp Park as “the its southern end, they will
southern anchor of Pal- walk directly into a fence.
metto” and “the gateway to The golf course stands
Mori Point.” Most off-base between Mori Point and
is the call to “support San Palmetto Avenue. On any
Francisco in maintaining sunny day there is a steady
a regulation-sized course.” flow of hundreds of people
The most recent statements at a given time on the trail to
from San Francisco make no Mori Point. Meanwhile, by
claim to a regulation-sized design golf directs patrons
course, only mentioning back to the clubhouse to get
that habitat enhancements in their cars, conveniently
and golf could be compat- get back on the highway
ible. These claims illustrate and go home. Few patrons
a disconnect between the even need to to drive on
Chamber of Commerce, the Palmetto from Sharp Park’s
issues at Sharp Park, and clubhouse. Sharp Park Golf

25303 was established.
The county had a long history of appointing people to
vacancies instead of holding
an election until the Grand
Jury stepped in. So they appointed 17 members to their
charter review committee. It
was never made public, nor
the time and place of these
meetings.
That’s when Mr. Stogner
phoned me and a few others
from the Coast. I attended all
14 meetings. Once again, the
meetings were to be held in
Redwood City until I spoke
up and with my support they
were not only televised, but
held in Atherton, San Mateo,
Moss Beach and Daly City.
One of their appointees
was Dave Pine who is also
running for county supervisor so don’t be surprised if
he wins. People are fooled
by endorsements and big
money. That is why it gets
harder all the time to have
someone represent us, you
know, the little people.
At these meetings I
brought up that when a
candidate decides to run
for higher office, he should
reimburse the taxpayers for
the cost of elections. They all
thought it was a good idea,
but for some reasons unknown to me, it never came
to fruition. Anyway, check
out Mr. Stogner’s website at
michaelstogner@yahoo.com
or call him at 921-7001. Also,
thank you residents for voting no on the fire suppression tax.
Therese M. Dyer
Linda Mar

Course has had nearly 80
years to prove its mettle
in our economy, and Pacifica is still in dire financial
straights. Golf is obviously
not the economic driving
force the Chamber dreams
it will be: it’s more of the
same.
The Chamber claims reduction of the golf course
would cause undeniable
economic hardship in Pacifica. Let’s look at the numbers. In the SFRPD Golf
report, there were 37,905
rounds played at Sharp
Park in 2009-2010: that’s a
maximum of 37,905 visits
over the course of the year,
provided no one played
more than one round in a
day. Compare this to the

National Parks Conservation Association study looking at the economic impact
of visitor spending in California’s national parks. Two
parks comparable to Mori
Point, Pinnacles and Point
Reyes, generated 178 thousand and 2.2 million visitors
respectively in a year. At
the smallest National Park
traffic was almost five times
greater than Sharp Park
Golf patronage. Point Reyes
visitor traffic outnumbers
Sharp Park golf rounds almost 60 to one! Total visitor
spending at Pinnacles was
$3.2 million in a year compared to Sharp Park losing
$117,173 last year. Point
Reyes visitors spent more
than $83 million, supporting 2,000 local jobs. Even
the smallest park visitation
numbers would vastly increase the tourism engine in
Pacifica compared to golf.
Pacifica has an element
neither Point Reyes nor
Pinnacles has: easy access
to San Francisco. In Leon
Younger’s 2004 SFRPD re-

port, “Walking and Hiking
Trails” were rated as SF’s
most desired recreation,
compared with golf (ranked
16 of 19). That said would
it not be better to invest in
an in-demand market and
redirect the hundreds of
people on foot to the Palmetto shops and restaurants
- to truly anchor Palmetto as
the gateway to Mori Point?
How much would those
businesses stand to make
if hundreds more people
walked in front of them instead of driving by?
The demands of the
Chamber show how out of
touch they are with the issues at Sharp Park. On Feb.
23, San Francisco called
to end further armoring of
the sea wall, without ruling out that golf could be
maintained. This leads to
the troubling realization
that the ocean side of Sharp
Park Golf Course needs a
significant infusion of cash
to maintain a regulation
sized course that will likely
not come from San Fran-

cisco as they have abandoned armoring the levy.
This leaves major questions
as to whether Pacifica will
front the high costs cutting the budget elsewhere,
or court an investor thus
privatizing the “gateway
to Mori Point” and leaving
our beloved Salada Beach
as private property. That
is, if there is any beach left,
as armoring the sea wall
will lead to erosion and the
eventual loss of the community asset. These outcomes
are not in the greater interest of Pacifica and will leave
a legacy of folly.
The businesses represented by the Chamber of
Commerce should seriously
consider the costly implications and legacy of maintaining a regulation-sized
course at Sharp Park. Is it
time to investigate new options for Pacifica’s future or
stick to 80 years of financial
struggle? An enhanced public park at Sharp Park might
be the economic engine Pacifica needs.

